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Oscillations of a thin magnetic flux tube in the current sheet of Earth's magnetotail

Iakovleva N.V

Current layers in the magnetosphere of the Earth (DCF current at the magnetopause and the current sheet of the tail) play a crucial role in the magnetosphere dynamics. Explosive processes which take place there (reconnecton processes) are considered to be responsible for generating major current systems, particle acceleration and sudden modification of geomagnetic field structure. That is why modeling of such processes is of the utmost interest for magnetospheric physics. 
The easiest way of modeling reconnecton in the magnetotail  is use a thin magnetic flux tube approximation. Numerical model study of magnetic field tube behavior was carried out in the simulations similar to Wolf approach (R. A. Wolf, C. X. Chen, and F. R. Toffoletto, JGR, VOL.117, A02215,2012).
It was shown that a flux tube moving Earthward after reconnection starts to oscillate near the position where internal entropy of reconnected flux tube is equal to the entropy of the background flux tube. The period of this oscillation turns out to be in a good agreement with the Wolf results.
	To take into account the friction force we include in our equation a special term which is proportional to velocity of the thin flux tube. This leads to two effects: tube oscillations are damped, periods of oscillations are consistent with the Wolf’s  results even better. 
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